**Vocabulary List 12A - English 9**

**Directions:** Part 1: Match the definition with the word by looking it up in the dictionary. Part 2: Put the word in a sentence without using the “Be Verbs”. The “Be Verbs” are - *am, are, is, was, were, be, being, been*. Your sentences must be 100% grammatically correct and show you know what the word means within your sentence.

**PATER / PATR: father**

1. patron: n.

2. patriarch: n.

3. patricide: n.

4. paternal: adj.

5. patriotism: n.

6. patrician: n.

**BENE / BON: good**

7. beneficial: adj.

8. benevolent: adj.

9. bonanza: n.

10. bountiful: adj.
DEFINITIONS

A. an unusually rich vein of ore in a mine; a sudden coming into wealth
B. fatherly
C. favorable; producing benefits
D. good-hearted; helpful; kind
E. love of one’s fatherland
F. male head of a family
G. one of noble birth; aristocrat
H. one who supports an artist
I. plentiful; abundant
J. the killing of one’s father